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There are a number of theorems to the effect that spaces of the form Q.n11nX split
stably into wedges of simpler spaces when X is connected (by which we mean pathwise
connected). The proofs generally proceed by exploitation of combinatorially manage-
able approximations for Q.n*LnX.

The earliest theorem of this kind is due to Milnor(18), who exploited the semi-
simplicial version of the James construction on X to split ZQ ~LX into V 2>Xlq\ where
X[q) denotes the g-fold smash product of X with itself. Q>1

More recently, Kahn(iO) proved that the suspension spectrum of QX = lim £27l£nX
splits as the wedge of the suspension spectra of the extended powers ~*

DqX = E-Lt AxqXM,

where Sg is the symmetric group on q letters, E"Lq is a contractible space on which Sg

acts freely, and Y+ denotes the union of a space Y and a disjoint basepoint. He
exploited Barratt's semisimplicial approximation to QX, and a proof of this splitting
has also been given by Barratt and Eccles(i).

A bit later, Snaith(22) proved that the suspension spectrum of Qm2nX for 1 ^ n
splits as the wedge of the suspension spectra of the extended powers

where c^n q is Boardman and Vogt's space of g-tuples of little «-cubes disjointly em-
bedded in Rn. He exploited May's approximation Cn X to D.n"LnX. Cn X comes with a
filtration, and Snaith also proved that 'LtFT Cn X splits as the wedge of the 2*Z)n q X for
1 < q ^ r and a certain t depending on r and n. Snaith's stable splittings were later
rederived, in the general context of operads, by Reedy (20).

These splittings have hada number of applications inhomotopy theory. In particular,
Mahowald (12) has recently made striking use of very special cases of Snaith's splittings.

The proofs of these splittings generally involve rather complicated combinatorial
arguments. It is one purpose of the present paper to give transparently elementary
proofs of all these results (modulo the approximation theorem for Dra2nX). The
simplicity of our construction of the requisite splitting maps makes these decomposi-
tions considerably easier to work with. For example, the first author has obtained com-
mutative diagrams exhibiting the relationship between the splitting maps and the
actions of the little cubes operads on the spaces involved and the composition and
smash products. Such explicit data together with the methods in (3) ought to lead to
new calculations in homotopy theory.

Actually, the splittings of iterated loop spaces we have been discussing are only
corollaries of the very general splitting theorems we shall obtain. The general theorems
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do not require X to be connected and do not depend on the approximation theorem.
We are particularly interested in the resulting stable splittings of certain spaces
C( Y, X) built up from the configuration spaces of any space Y and the powers of any
based space X. As explained in (5), such spaces play a key role in the calculation of
Gelfands-Fuks cohomology and the cohomology of function spaces.

The splittings of Milnor and Barratt-Eccles were proved in a parametrized form, as
splittings of S(P A QSX) and the suspension spectrum of P A QX for an arbitrary
based parameter space P and not just P = 8°. Such parametrized splittings will also
be immediate corollaries of our general theorems.

We set up our basic definitional framework and collect various elementary ingre-
dients needed for proofs in the first two sections. In Section 1 we introduce the notions
of a 'coefficient system' & and of a 'Il-space' X. The former is just a collection of
spaces ^ related by degeneracy and permutation operations. The latter is just a
sequence of spaces Xq having the same formal properties as the sequence of powers
Xa of a based space X. We display a number of examples, but our lists are far from
exhaustive. We shall pay particular attention to coefficient systems of configuration
spaces, perhaps the main observation of the paper being that, quite aside from their
intrinsic interest, these spaces provide a very convenient setting for the construction
of the generalized James—Hopf invariant maps needed for the splitting theorems.

In Section 2 we associate a functor C on II-spaces to any coefficient system ^ and
discuss a number of examples, the most familiar one being the James construction M.
While some of these functors C are related to iterated loop spaces via invariance
properties and the approximation theorem, others seem far removed from any such
connexion. Our main theorem will imply that CX splits stably as the wedge of the
appropriate extended powers DqCtf, X) for any coefficient system & such that "^ is
Sg-free for each q.

In Section 3 we give a geodesic argument from the definition of the James con-
struction to the splitting of T>MX and, for connected X, 2D 2X. We refer to the result
as the James—Milnor theorem because our proof uses nothing that was not already in
James's paper (9) except knowledge of the homotopical behaviour of cofibration
sequences. By a curious historical anachronism, this elementary material seems not to
have been available at the time James was writing. Our proof here serves as a model
for the more sophisticated splitting theorems to follow.

We generalize the James maps MX^-MX^ to maps CX -> C'DgC£, X) for appro-
priately related coefficient systems ̂  and ̂ " in Section 4. Any # is suitably related to
that coefficient system Jf such that, on spaces X, NX is the infinite symmetric power
of X. We exploit this fact to give a simple homotopical proof that CX splits homo-
logically as the wedge of the D^tf, X) for any coefficient system %> whatever. Taking #
to be Jf itself, this gives a new proof of Steenrod's theorem (23) on the homological
splitting of the symmetric powers of a space.

Returning to the homotopical splitting theorems, in section 5 we obtain canonical
James maps, for reasonable <€, by means of suitable coefficient systems ̂ " specified in
terms of configuration spaces depending functorially on #. We also study the passage
from these James maps to James-Hopf maps S'CX-* S'Zyg', X). In favourable cases,
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we obtain good estimates on how small t can be, this information being of particular
interest in the applications to n-fold loop spaces.

The product on MX was used to add up the James maps. We use an appropriate
pairing defined in terms of configuration spaces to add up our canonical James maps in
Section 6. Our general unstable and stable splitting theorems are proved in Sections 7
and 8. In all cases, we simply apply standard arguments to maps of cofibration
sequences which drop out of the definition of the James maps and the procedures for
their addition. Some technical results needed for the full strength of the stable splitting
theorem are deferred until Section 9.

The basic results of this paper were originally obtained, in less general form, by the
first and third authors (4), with a view towards homological applications which are
discussed in (5) and will be presented in detail in (6).
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1. Coefficient systems and II -spaces. Let % be the category of compactly generated
weak Hausdorff spaces and let 3~ be the category of non-degenerately based spaces in
°U. Weak Hausdorff means that the diagonal is closed in the compactly generated
product. All spaces are to be in Of and all based spaces are to be in 3T; our constructions
will not take us out of these categories.

In (13), the second author constructed functors C: 2T'-*5T associated to operads <£.
The definition did not require all of the operad structure and could be given on
more general objects than based spaces. Work of the first and third authors (4, 5, 6)
and of the second author and Thomason(l6) made clear that both generalizations
are of considerable interest. Use of coefficient systems and II-spaces will allow a
reworking of the definition in proper generality. Both of these will be functors.
Their domain categories are specified in the following definitions.

Definition 11 . Define A to be the category of finite based sets r = {0,1,..., r) with
basepoint 0 and their injective based functions. Say that an injection is ordered if a < b
implies <f>(a) < <j>{b). Any morphism of A is the composite of a permutation and an
ordered injection, and an}' ordered injection is a composite of the ' degeneracy opera-
tors' crg:r->-r+l (0 < q ^ r) specified by o~q(a) = a if a ==; q and <rg(a) = a + 1 if a > q.

Definition 1-2. Define II to be the category of finite based sets and based functions
^ : r -»s such that 0-1(6) has at most one element for 1 < b < s; call <j> a projection if
4>~l(b) has exactly one element. Clearly A is a subcategory of II. A map <j>: r-^-s such
that (a|0(a) > 0} has q elements factors as the composite of a projection 7r:r->q and
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and injection i/r: q-»s. If (j> = ifr'n' is another such factorization, then there is a unique
permutation T: q -» q such that the following diagram commutes.

There is a unique such factorization for which ijr is ordered.
Definition 1-3. A coefficient system is a contravariant functor <€: A-+%, written

r-s-% on objects, such that ^0 is a single point *. For an injection <J>:T->S, write
<f>: ^8 -+% on elements by <f>(c) = c<j> for ce%. # is said to be Z-free if the action of Zron
%. is free for each r ^ 1. A map g: <& -> <S' of coefficient systems is a natural transforma-
tion under A.

Examples 1-4. Writing % for <&(r) of (13), 1-1, and using (13), 2-3, we see that oper-
ads naturally determine coefficient systems by neglect of structure. In particular, we
have the following examples.

(i) ~d:^r = 2 r . For ^ : r ->s , <f>: Ss->Sr is specified as follows. For TeS8, there is a
unique ordered injection 0 ' : r ->s such that Im^ ' = Im (TO0), andr06l! r is the per-
mutation such that <$>'o(T0) =TO<J>.

(ii) ^V: Jfr is a point; <fi: jVa-+Jfr is the only map possible.
(iii) ^n, the wth Httle cubes operad (13), §4: ^n r is the space of r-tuples of affine

embeddings In->In with parallel axes and disjoint interiors. For <j>; r-»-s, (j>: < '̂miS-> '^n.r
is specified by

<(>!,...,cg>0 = {c^,...,c^, cq:I
n->In.

There are formally similar examples derived from spaces.

Example 1-5. A space Y etft determines the contravariant projection functor
&( Y): A ->• °ll with rth space Yr, the map 0: Ys -+ Yr determined by (j): r -> s being the
projection

I t is not very useful to regard the functors SP{ Y) as coefficient systems because they
are not S-free. By restriction, however, they yield the following basic coefficient
systems <4>( Y). Let */ denote the sub category of ^ consisting of all spaces and all
injective maps between them.

Example 1-6. For Y eJ, define the configuration space F( Y, r) to be the subspace of
Yr consisting of all (yx, ...,yr) with yi =# yj for i +j. Observe that Sr acts freely on
F(Y,r) and define B(Y,r) = F{Y,r)/Sr. Let <<?(7): A - > ^ be the subfunctor of &{Y)
with rth space F(Y,r). Clearly #(?) specifies a functor from J2" to the category of
coefficient systems.

We shall also need the following examples of maps of coefficient systems.
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Examples 1-7. (i) By (13), pp. 24 and 34, v^Sx r = Sr and discretization specifies an
augmentation e:#1->~# of operads such that each e/.^ r->^fr is a Sr-equivariant
homotopy equivalence.

(ii) By (13), 4-8, the map gr: %>nr -»F(En, r) which sends all embedded cubes to their
centre points is a Sr-equivariant homotopy equivalence. Clearly these maps specify a
morphism g: e^n-^-<^{Rn) of coefficient systems. Note that <S{Rn) is not an operad.

We now turn to the complementary notion of a n-space.

Definition 1-8. AII-space is a covariant functor X: II->^", written r->Xr on objects,
suchthatX0 = (*) and for each subsets of {1, ...,r+ l}, the inclusion fl (rq^r~

>'^r+i
q+les

is a Es-cofibration, where Ss is the group of permutations r + 1 ->r+ 1 which fix all
letters not in s. Write <j>: Xr-> Xs on elements by <p(x) = <j>x for xeXr. A map /: X -»• X'
of II-spaces is a natural transformation under II. The notion of a A-space is defined
in the same way, and II-spaces determine A-spaces by neglect of projections.

The projections are irrelevant in the next section, in which we shall work with A-
spaces, but are essential to all of our later work.

Examples 1-9. (i) A space X e &~ determines the II-space IT ->&~ specified by r->Xr

on objects, the map 0: Xr -> Xs determined by </>: r -> s being given by

<f>(xlf...,xr) = (xl,...,^),

where^(o)
 = xa^i>(a) > Oandxft = * if & > 0 and b ̂ Im0 . The non-degeneracy of the

basepoint of X implies the cofibration condition required of a II-space by (13), A. 4.
(ii) Any functor on based spaces with good behaviour with respect to cofibrations

extends to II-spaces by application of the given functor to rth spaces and to the maps
determined by morphisms in II. Examples include wedges, finite smash products, and
the based function space F(K, ?) for a compact space K.

(iii) Given a based space P and a II-space X, there is a II-space P A X with rth space
P A Xr for all r, the map P A Xr-+P A Xs determined by <j>: r ->s being 1 A <j>.

Re/marks 1 • 10. In (16), May and Thomason set up an axiomatic foundation for infinite
loop space theory. Their work made clear that the basic objects of study in that subject
are not just spaces but rather II-spaces X such that the maps Xn -> X™ determined by
the n projections n -> 1 are equivalences. This condition fails for the examples P A X
and is not needed in the present paper. The cofibration condition in Definition 1-8 is
written in the form appropriate for A-spaces; for II-spaces, it is equivalent to the
more conceptual form given in (16), 1*2(3).

2. The spaces CX. We can now define the spaces we wish to study.

Definition 2-1. Let 'tf be a coefficient system and X be a A-space. Define CX to be the
' coend'

i
r>0
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where the equivalence relation is specified by

(c<j>,x) ~ (c,(j>x) for ce*^, 0:r->s, and xeXr.

Let Fs CX be the image of

11 »r x ji.r
r=0

in CX and give Fs CX the quotient topology. Then give CX the topology of the union of
the Fs CX. Thus a collection of maps fr:%xXr-+Z extends to a map / : CX ->• Z if and
only if the following diagram commutes for each injection <j>:i

1X0
%xXf ^ %xXs

I
0X1

Write [c, a;] for the image in CX of a point (c, #) in ^. x Xr.
The cofibration condition of Definition 1 -8, which is no real restriction in view of the

whiskering construction of (16), app. B, is precisely what is needed to ensure the
validity of the following generalization of (13), 2-6; see Boardman and Vogt (2), p. 234.

LEMMA 2-2. With basepoint * = [*, *], CX is a well-defined space in &~, and the con-
struction is functorial in *<f and X. Each inclusion Fr_1CX->-F CX is a cofibration and
the following are pushout diagrams, where

r - l
O^r- l = U O-qX^

8=0

andf{c,crqx) = [co-g,x] for ce% andxeXr_x:

1 — Fr_,CX

We fix the following notations for use throughout the paper.

Notations 2-3. (i) Let XM denote the quotient Xr/o'Xr_1 and let D^, X) denote the
quotient

^ X

Abbreviate Dr($>, X) to Dr X when <& is clear from context.
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(ii) When X arises as in Examples 1-9 (i) from a space X, write CX for CX and
Dr(&, X) for DT{<£, X). Of course, XM is here just the r-fold smash product X™.

(iii) If "^ has a given basepoint, 1 say, let w:X->CX be the map specified by
rj(x) = [1, *] . I t is natural in X and in c€. Let v also denote the natural map X -> QnEnX
(adjoint to the identity map of 2>X).

Examples 2-4. The following special cases result from the coefficient systems specified
in Examples 1*4 and 1-6.

(i) MX is the James reduced product, or free topological monoid, generated by X.
Here permutations are unnecessary since J(r x s Xr = Xr, and MX is constructed from
IIXr by identifying <f>x and x for all ordered injections <j>: r->-s and all xeXr.

(ii) NX is the infinite symmetric product, or free commutative topological monoid,
generated by X,

(iii) CnX is an approximation to D.nTinX. A natural map an: GnX-»Q.nHnX such
that anov = v:X->QnT,nX is specified in (13), 5-2. When X is connected (that is, as
was intended and needed in (13), pathwise connected), an is a weak equivalence by
(13), 6-1. Moreover, an is an .ff-map, indeed a ^ - m a p (13), 5-2.

(iv) For a space Y and Il-space X, let C( Y, X) denote the space obtained by applica-
tion of Definition 2-1 to the configuration space coefficient system ^{Y). Similarly,
abbreviate Z>8(#( Y), X) to Dq( Y, X). For spaces X, these functors C( Y, X) are studied
homologically in (5) and (6).

The reader who wishes to concentrate on these examples of CX for spaces X need
only read subscripts as superscripts (Xr as Xr, etc.) in what follows; no mathematical
simplification will ensue. Use of general II -spaces allows the following observation.

Example 2-5. Via the correspondence [c,p A x]<-*p A [c,x], the spaces C(P A X) and
P A CX are homeomorphic, naturally in %>, P, and X. Similarly Dg (f%, P A X) is homeo-
morphic to P A DgC<£, X). Thus any natural equivalence between suitable suspensions
of CX and V D (<&, X) for II-spaces X specializes to yield natural equivalences between

suitable suspensions of P A CX and V P A DJ&, X) for based spaces X and P.

We record the following two homotopy invariance properties of CX for A-spaces X.

LEMMA 2-6. Let p. X->X' be a map of A-spaces.
(i) / / <& is "L-free and each fy. Xj^-X'j is a weak equivalence, then Cf: CX.-+CK' is a

weak equivalence.
(ii) / / each f^.Xj-^X'j is a T,j-equivariant equivalence, then Cf.(JX.->(JX.' is an

equivalence.

LEMMA 2-7. Let g: (^-><^" be a map of coefficient systems.
(i) IfS and <S' are 2,-free and each gi: ̂  -> #J is a weak equivalence, then g: CX -*• CX

is a weak equivalence.
(ii) If each g^. ^ - > ^ is a Zj-equivariant equivalence, then g: OX.-+CX is an equiva-

lence.

Proofs. These are based on inductive use of the pushout diagrams of Lemma 2-2
and, for parts (i), the long exact homotopy sequences of covering projections. The
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latter show that the maps induced on the left sides of the diagrams are weak equiva-
lences after passage to orbits with respect to Sr because they are so before passage to
orbits. The invariance of pushouts of cofibrations under equivalence is well known.
Their invariance under weak equivalence is also true, but apparently not in the
literature. Proofs will appear in (15), I. 3-4 and III. 8-2. Observe that the conclusions of
the lemmas are also true when restricted to each finite filtration and that, in parts
(ii), 0/and g admit filtration preserving homotopy inverses.

By Examples 1*7 and the approximation theorem, the previous lemma has the
following consequences. These will be used in the passage from combinatoric analysis
of spaces CX to the various splitting theorems.

PROPOSITION 2-8. In the following natural diagram, e is always an equivalence and ax

is a weak equivalence if X is connected:

MX ^ - d X - ^ * QEX
PROPOSITION 2'9. In the following natural diagram, g is always an equivalence and

ocn is a weak equivalence if X is connected:

C(Rn, X) <-^~CnX-^> Q*S»X

3. The James-Milnor theorem. Practically every working homotopy theorist has his
own favourite elementary proof of Milnor's splitting of 2Q SX. While ours does not
appear in print, it ought not to be new since it uses nothing that was not already
available in the 1950s. It has some significant advantages (explained in Remarks 3-9).

We agree to write A, t, and n generically for diagonal maps and for canonical inclu-
sions and quotient maps.

We begin with some combinatorics, essentially following James (9), §2, but keeping
track of permutations as in Barratt and Eccles (l), §4, in preparation for the work in
the next section. These observations will serve to show that the James maps and their
generalizations are well-defined. Recall Definitions 1-1 and 1-2 and let

Combinatorics 3-1. Fix q ^ 1 and fix an injection 0:r->s, where r ^ q.
(i) For an injection ijr: q->r, define the 'inverse' projection ^~x:r->q by

ir-\b) = o if i = f{a) and ijr-^b) = 0 if b^Imi/r.

(ii) Let R be the set of ordered injections q-»r and note that R has m = (r — q, q)
elemsnts. Give R the reverse lexicographic ordering, so that xjr < ifr' if \jr(a) < rjr'(a)
for the largest a such that rfr(a) + ft'(a), and write R = {i/rlt ...,ijrm}. Similarly, let
S = {&>!,..., wn}, n = (s — q, q), be the ordered set of ordered injections q->s.

(ii) If (OjES and Im w;- is not contained in Im^, then (OJJ1 o<f>) (b) 4= 0 for at most
q — 1 values b and therefore u>jx o <f> factors as the composite of a projection r -> p and an
injection p -> q for some p < q.

(iv) If CO] eS and Im&^ is contained in Im <j>, then there is exactly one xjr^R such
that I m ^ o ^ ) = Im&>;-. Rewrite (o^ = %t and j = <f>(i). Then ^i-^Xi specifies an
injection R->S and <f>: m - » n specifies the corresponding injection in A.
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(v) If <f> is ordered, then Xi — 0°^V In general, there is a unique permutation
Tt: q->q such that the following diagram commutes:

(vi) Moreover, the following diagram also commutes:

We have the following immediate consequence of these observations.

LEMMA 3-2. Let ~X.be a H-space and let xsXrando)jeS. //Imwy is not contained in
, then (o)j1o^>) (x)eaXq_v On the other hand, ifj = lfi(i) so that o)i = %it then

Thus if n: is the quotient map, then, in (X[q])
n,

n

X n{
m
X

i=i
) ( * ) ) •

Moreover, each Ti — 1 if 0 is ordered.
Retaining the notations above, we have the following definition of the James maps

(compare (9), 2-5).

Definition 3-3. Let X be a II-space. For r < q, let j ^ : Xr-> (X[q])° be the trivial map.
For r > q, define j v : Xr^(Xlq])

m by

jgr(x) = {TT{fl1x)>---M#m1x))-
If <j>: r -> s is an ordered injection, then the following diagram commutes by the lemma
above:

16 PSP 84
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Therefore, by Examples 2-4 (i), t h e ^ together specify a well-defined map

Having defined the James maps, our next task is to add them up. MX is a monoid,
and we Jet ft denote its (iterated) product. Note that /i is only defined (and only needed)
for spaces X and not for general II-spaces.

Definition 3-4. Define kr: MX->Ml V -X^l to be the composite
\«=i

MX—• (Mxy —> n MXW • UM[V xlg])-=-> jf ( v xlq]).
8 = 1 3 = 1 \g=l / \g=l /

Continue to write kr for its restriction to any Fs MX <= MX.
The following observation is the crux of the James-Milnor theorem.

PROPOSITION 3-5. The following diagram commutes for r ^ 1.

• — FrMX ^ XM

K-i \K \ V

Ml V Xlg]\ - Ml V Xlq]) - MXM
\4=1 / \8=1

In particular, kx = 77: i^ X =

Proof. The left square commutes because jr(x) = * for x e i ^ - M X and * is the
identity element for the product. The right square commutes because Mnokr is
induced by j r r = n: Xr->XM.

The left squares allow the following definition.

Definition 3-6. Define &„: MX-+ M(V X[g]) by passage to limits over r from the maps
7, 8^1

Now assume given .ff-maps /?: Jf JT-> QSZ which are natural up to homotopy and
satisfy fly ~ 7j:X-> CILX. For a given map / : X'->MX, let / : SX'->SX denote the
adjoint of the composite flof:X'->-Q.I,X. Of course, fj ~ 1.

THEOBEM 3-7. JPW aZ? Il-spaces X and for all r ^ 1 (including r = oo),

kr:Y,FrMX-> V
18=1

is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, kr is the sum over q of the maps
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Proof. Since kx ~ 1, we may assume inductively that kr_x is an equivalence in the
homotopy commutative diagram

K-x

r - 1
V

9=1 v
9 = 1

A chase gives a left homotopy inverse ~LFr MX -> ̂ Fr_x MX to S t. Thus 3 ~ 0 in the top
cofibration sequence, and it follows that kr is an equivalence (e.g. by (15), I. 1-12). The
conclusion for r = 00 follows by passage to colimits (e.g. by (15), I, 3-5). Since ft is an
.ff-map, the last statement is immediate from Definitions 3-4 and 3-6.

Finally, assume further that /? is a weak equivalence when X is connected. By
Example 2-5, the theorem then has the following immediate consequence.

COROLLARY 3-8. For all based spaces P and connected based spaces X, km is an equiva-
lence and S(l A ft) is a weak equivalence in the diagram

Z(P A QZX) «HI^L 2 ( P A MX) - ^ > V S(P A Xfei)-

Remarks 3-9. The maps hg or, when ft is an equivalence, the composites

are called James-Hopf maps. While there exist other simple proofs that SQ SX splits,
they generally deal only with the obvious quotient maps FQ MX-+X[q] and not with
possible extensions of these maps to all of MX. For the deeper applications, it is vital
to have the splitting given in terms of explicitly described globally denned James-
Hopf maps. For example, study of the fibres of these maps is essential to setting up the
.E/7P-sequence and analysing the double suspension.

Suitable maps ft were already given by James (9). A construction of ft appropriate for
purposes of generalization is obtained by choosing a homotopy inverse e-1 to e of
Proposition 2-8 and setting ft = ajoe"1. The standard construction is obtained by
choosing a homotopy inverse (Mn)-1 to Mn in the following diagram and setting
ft = rorjo(Mn)-1.

MX
Mn

MX'- A2Z- QSZ.

Here A is the associative Moore loop space functor, r is the natural retraction,

and ?;:

is obtained by using the whisker to extend the natural unbased inclusion X -> AZX to
a based inclusion (r/(t) being the trivial loop of length l—t),7j is the map of monoids

16-2
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obtained from TJ by the freeness of MX', and n:X'->X is the equivalence obtained by
collapsing the whisker.

4. Generalized James maps; the homological splitting theorem. We begin our general-
ization of the program carried out for *df in the previous section by generalizing the
James maps. We then digress to use a special case to prove a very general homological
splitting theorem. Recall Notations 2-3 and return to the notations established in
Combinatorics 3-1. Assume given two coefficient systems ^ and <$',

Definition 4-1. Fix q ^ 1. A James system {£̂ 1 r ^ q}: c£^>-c&' is a sequence of maps
£,p.: %-^-^'m, m = (r — q,q), such that the following diagram commutes for each injec-
tion 0:r->s, where n = (s — q, q) and $5 is as given in Combinatorics 3-1 (iv).

iqs

Definition 4-2. Let {£ar}:'87-»-<£" be a James system and let X be a FI-space. For
r < q, let jqr:%x Xr-^{*} = ^xD^.X)0 be the trivial map. For r ^ q, define
j v : %xXr->V'mx Dq<&, Xr by

where {^J is the ordered set of ordered injections q->r. For an injection 0:r->s, the
following diagram commutes.

%xXr -*

<€'m x Dq(V, Xr — O'Dtf, X)
Indeed, for ce?g and xeXr,

( m

while Lemma 3-2 imphes that
jg8(l X ft (C, X) =

Here the functoriality of ^ applied to the diagram of Combinatorics 3-1 (v) and the
definition of Dffl, X) imply

hence the claimed commutativity follows directly from the definitions of C'DqC£, X)
and of a James system. Therefore the j v together specify a well-defined map

jg:CX-+C'Dq(V,X).
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Exercise 4-3. Construct functions g^.: Er->2m which give a James system Ji-^-Jl.
Verify that the resulting generalized James map agrees with the James map of
Definition 3-3.

We shall return to our main line of development in the next section, after exploiting
the following obvious example to obtain a homological splitting theorem applicable to
arbitrary coefficient systems <&. Write Dq X for Dffi, X) in the rest of this section. The
following statements are precise analogues of 3-3-3-6.

Example 4-4. For any q ^ 1 and any #, the unique maps £,v from the spaces % to the
points Jr

m specify a James system 'S-t-Jf. There result James maps j q : CX->NDqX.
Let n denote the (iterated) product of the monoid NX, for spaces X.

Definition 4-5. Define kr: CX->N I V -DgX J to be the sum of the r composites

CX^> NDqX-^+ N ( V Dqx).

That is, kr = /i I n Ntojq) A. Continue to write kr for its restriction to any FSCX <= CX.

PROPOSITION 4-6. The following diagram commutes for r ^ 1.

*- DrXFrCX

N(VDQX)-
\3 = 1 /

V Dgx)
=i /

Nn

NDrX

Definition 4-7. Define kai:CX-+N( V DqX) by passage to limits over r from the
maps kr.

 q>1

We can apply N to the diagram above and then apply the natural (monad) product
/i: NNX-+NX induced by the iterated products (NX)i->NX to obtain the following
consequence of the proposition.

COROLLARY 4-8. The. following diagram commutes for r ^ 1.

NFrCX - • • NDrX

( r-1 \ Ni IT \ A'n
V DgX) — Nl V DqX)

9=1 / \?=1 /

where kr = fioNkr is the sum over qofjq = /ioN(Niojq).
To obtain the full strength of the homological consequences of the corollary, we

recall the homotopical formulation of ordinary homology theory. Most of the following
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result is proved in Dold and Thom (8), and new proofs will appear in (15). Observing
that N is a continuous and thus homotopy preserving functor on spaces and verifying
the dimension axiom for S1, one sees that only part (i) is really substantive. The rest
could well be taken to be true by definition in a homotopical development of homology
theory (see (15).)

For an Abelian group G, let MG be a degree one Moore space, so that MG is connected
a n d S^MG; Z) = HX(MG; Z) = G.

PROPOSITION 4-9. The infinite symmetric product functor N on spaces satisfies the
following properties, where X is connected.

(i) For a cofibration X -+ Y, Nn: NY-+N(Y/X) is a quasifibration with fibre NX.
(ii) nqNX is naturally isomorphic to 8q(X; Z).
(iii) The inverse of the connecting isomorphism of the homotopy exact sequence of

NX-^-NTX^-N'LX, where TX = / A X, is the suspension isomorphism

(iv) 7Tg+1 N(MG A X) is naturally isomorphic to Sq(X; G).
(v) If y: G' -+ G is realized on H^yy: MG' ->• MG, then nq+1 N(y A 1) is the induced

homomorphism y*: Sq{X; G')^Hq{X;G).
(vi) If 7 is a monomorphism, G" = G/G', MG" is taken as the cofibre of y, and

ft: MG" -+~LMG' is the resulting quotient map, then
7Tq+iN(0 A l):7Tq+1N(MG" A X)^na+1N(LMG' A I ) ? nq+lN(MG' ASZ)

is the composite E*o/?: Bq(X; G")-+fiq(ZX;G'), where fi is the Bockstein operation
associated to 0 ->• G' -> G -> G" -> 0.

THEOREM 4-10. For all coefficient systems <^>, U. -spaces X, Abelian groups G, and for all

r 5J 1 (including r = oo), 3+(FrCX; G) is isomorphic to j 8*(DqX; G). These isomor-
5=1

phisms are natural in <&, X, and G and commute with Bockstein operations.
Proof. When each X9is connected, the diagrams of Corollary 4-8 display comparisons

of quasifibrations. Thus, by induction on r and passage to colimits,

* q ) * V Dq
3=1 \g=l

is an isomorphism in this case. The generalizations to the non-connected case and to
arbitrary G are applications of the use of parametrized splittings as explained in
Example 2-5. For II-spaces X, we have II-spaces EX = S1 A X and TX = / A X. The
dotted composite in the following diagram is an isomorphism.

8*(DqCX; Z)
3=1

y - 1

; Z) = H*(FrC?LX; Z) " — £ B^DqGYX: Z) = £ S*(XDqX; Z)
8=1 3=1
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By a diagram chase from the homotopical description of 2* and naturality applied to
the maps X-> J T X - » S X of II-spaces, we see that the dotted arrow coincides with the
earlier isomorphism kr* when each Xq is connected. Upon replacing X by MG A X, we
see that the case of general coefficient groups G follows directly from the case G = Z.

When ^ is 2-free, this result will be superceded by our later stable splitting of Fr CX.
Its force lies in its applicability to non-2-free coefficient systems such as the projection
functors SP{ Y). For Y a point, 0>{ Y) = Jf and our homological splitting of the r-fold
symmetric powers FrNX recovers a result originally due to Steenrod(23) (see also
Nakaoka(i9) and Dold(7)). This example shows that we could not hope for a stable
splitting without some restriction on c€, since it is easy to see that H*(Fr NX; Zp) does
not split as a module over the Steenrod algebra. For example, when X is the mod p
Moore space Sn U p TSn, NX = K{Zp,ri).

5. The canonical James maps; James-Hopf maps. There is an obvious generic
procedure for constructing a coefficient system *£' and maps E,v as in Definition 4-1
from any given coefficient system *6'.

Example 5-1. Let @q = %/Eg and define iv: %^{@q)
m by

For an injection 0:r->-s, the equation ^ ^ = Xiri a n ^ * n e fac* that ni.cXiTi) — nicXi)
for ce% imply the commutativity of the following diagram by comparison of Example
1-5 and Combinatorics 3*1.

iqr

This example has the defect that the coefficient system given by powers of S8q is not
2-free. We remedy this by fiat.

Definition 5-2. The coefficient system ^ is said to be separated if the maps

take values in the configuration spaces F(3Sq, m) for each q ^ 1. Taking ^" = ^(SS^ in
Definition 4-2, there result well-defined James maps

Examples 5-3. (i) The little cubes coefficient systems of Examples 1-4 (iii) are all
separated. For an ordered r-tuple c e^n r of little w-cubes, the 77-(c )̂ are the m distinct
unordered sub g-tuples of c.

(ii) Similarly, the configuration space coefficient systems ^(Y) of Example 1-6 are
all separated.
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(iii) If # ' is any coefficient system and *&" is a separated coefficient system, then
<€ = <g" x 9S" is a separated coefficient system.

Remarks 5-4. If # ' is 2-free and each ^"q is contractible in the last example, for
example if ttf" is ̂  or ̂ (i?00), then the projections CX-> C X and

are weak equivalences by Lemma 2-7 (i). Thus any natural equivalence between
suitable suspensions of CX and V DgC^, X) for separated coefficient systems ̂  implies

an analogous natural weak equivalence for 2-free coefficient systems #".
Henceforward, we generally restrict attention to separated coefficient systems <£ and

to the canonical James maps of Definition 5-2. By the previous remarks, this results in
no real loss of generality. We again agree to abbreviate Dq{^, X) to DqX.

For the applications to the splittings of iterated loop spaces, one important new
feature of our James maps is that they are defined over all of CX and not j ust over some
finite filtrations (compare Remarks 3-9). The rest of this section is concerned with
another new feature, namely a procedure for the study of how many suspensions are
needed in order to obtain James-Hopf maps from the James maps. We have the follow-
ing generic construction.

Definition 5-5. Suppose given an injective map eq: @q-+Rt. Define the James-Hopf
map

determined by eq to be the adjoint of the composite

jq: C X ^ > C(att, Dq xf-^V C(R*, Dq X)^XctDqX^+ fl*S*De X,

where g~1 is a chosen homotopy inverse to the equivalence g of Proposition 2-9.

Example 5-6. If *& = #( Y) for an w-dimensional paracompact manifold Y, then
38q = B{ Y, q) is a gw-dimensional manifold and so embeds in i?29n.

Of course, the embedding dimension of B( Y, q) may be much less than 2qn. The
precise estimate is of considerable interest for the understanding of the splitting of
Qn1l

nX. The following lemma gives at least the improvement to (2q -1) n in the cases
relevant to that application.

LEMMA 5-7. Specify a free ~Zq-action on F(Rn — {0}, q—l) by letting Se_1 act in the
natural way and letting the transposition Tlq act by

(yi>--->yQ-i)rlg = (-yi,y2-yv-,yg-i-yi)-

Give Rn the trivial ~Lq-action and R™xF(Rn — {0},q—l) the diagonal "Lq-action. Then
F(Rn, q) is T,q-equivariantly diffeomorphic to Rn x F(Rn — {0},q — l).

Proof. The requisite diffeomorphism /: FiR", q)-+Rnx FiR™ - {0}, q -1) is specified
by

f(x1,...,Xg) = ( 2 *<, «!-«„, ...,Xq_1-Xq\.
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Its inverse is given explicitly by
1 / «-i \

/ - x ( z . P i , • • •,yg-i) = (2/i + w, •••,yq-i + w,w), w h e r e «> = - 1 z - 2 ViJ •

The equivariance of / is easily checked and implies that we have specified a well-
defined free action by all of S9 on F(Rn - {0}, q - 1).

When q = 2, it is easy to construct a S2-equivariant diffeomorphism from Rn — {0} to
R+ x /S™"1, where T12 acts trivially on R+, antipodally on Sn~l, and diagonally on their
product. This implies the first part of the following result.

PROPOSITION 5-8. B{Rn, 2) is diffeonwrphic to Rn+1 x RP*-1. Its embedding dimen-
sion is 2n + k, where k is the geometric dimension of the stable normal bundle of RP11'1.
Thus k = 0 ifn = 2,4, or 8 and k ^ n —2 is the immersion codimension ofRP11"1 otherivise.

Proof. For k ^ 0, RP"-1 = {0} x RPn^ certainly embeds in R2n+k. The normal bundle
v of such an embedding has dimension n+l+k and is thus stable. Clearly v is the
Whitney sum of a ^-dimensional bundle and a trivial bundle if and only if the given
embedding is the restriction of an embedding e: Rn+1 x RP™-1 -> R2n+k. Indeed, such an
embedding e induces a splitting of v, and a splitting of v yields an embedding of

in the total space of v and thus in R2n+k.

COROLLARY 5-9. There is a James-Hopf map

h2: S
4G(7?2, X) -> S*Z)2(i?2, X).

Remarks 5-10. With jq as in Definition 5-5, computation of

jg#:H* C(R",X)-+H* QWDq(Rn, X)

can be used to determine a lower bound on the possible value of t, the calculations
being facilitated by mapping further to QDq(R™, X). The idea is that ]q* may involve
homology operations the definition of which requires at least t loops. Taking homology
with ,Z2 coefficients, Kirley(ll) demonstrated that t > 2m+1 is required when q = 2™
and n ^ 2. Thus Corollary 5-9 is best possible. However, our positive estimate on / for
h2:'L

tC(Rn,X)->S*Z)2(i?
re,X) increases with n whereas Kirley's negative estimate is

constant at 4. More extensive homological calculations should yield sharper negative
estimates and are essential to a really complete understanding of our splittings.

Kirley's calculation just cited is purely 2-primary. Away from 2, we can show that
Proposition 5-8 is far from best possible. We first explain the principle behind such
improved local estimates. Note that, in Example 5-6, any two embeddings of Y in
ft2qn+i a r e iSotopic and therefore induce homotopic James maps. We shall prove more
general stable uniqueness statements in Section 9. In particular, suppose we happen to
be given a space Z and injections
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Proposition 9-9 then gives that the following diagram is homotopy commutative for
any A-space X.

C(d,l)

C(Z,X) • ~- C(R*,X).

, X): — - c(&, X) -

Here i± and i2 come from the embeddings of Bs and B* in Bs+t as the first s and last t
coordinates. I t may happen that C(i, 1) is a local equivalence at some set of primes and
that s < t. In such cases, we get improved localized desuspensions of the stable James-
Hopf maps.

PROPOSITION 5-11. Let p be a prime. Upon localization away from the primes q < p,
there is a James-Hopf map

hp: T.nPC(Rn, X) -> l,nPDp(R
n, X)

when n is even.
Proof. We apply the considerations above to C{B{Bn,p),Dp{Rn, X)). Let

Z = (Sf"-1 X

Certainly Z embeds in Rnp. By the calculations of the first and third authors (5), (6),
there is an embedding i:Z-+B{Rn,p) such that C(i,l):C(Z,X)->C(B(Rn,p),X)
induces an isomorphism on g'-local homology for all spaces X and all primes q' > p. At
least after double suspension, C(i, 1) thus becomes an equivalence upon localization
away from q < p.

6. Adding up the James maps. The following external product /i relating the spaces
C(Y,X) will substitute for the monoid product of the James construction in the
derivation of our general splitting theorems. Again fi will only be defined and needed
for spaces X and not for general II -spaces.

Definition 6-1. Given unbased spaces Y1,...,Yr, a based space X, and numbers
TO1; ...,mr, let m = m^ + ...+mr and define

ft: FiY^mx) x Xmi x ... x F(Yr,mr) x X"V->F ( U Yq, m) x Xm

\5=1 /

by rtVi, x1,...,yr,xf) = (y1 yr, xlt..., xr).

Here ya is an ordered mg-tuple of distinct points of Yg, hence (ylt..., yr) is an ordered
ra-tuple of distinct points of II Yq. Clearly the maps /i together determine a map

? \q=l

such that
if zq = *eF0C{Yq,X).
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With r = 2 and Y1 = Yi = Y, any injection i: YU Y-> Y induces an internal product
C(Y,X)xC(Y,X)->C(Y,X)

by composition with /i. If i restricts on each component Y to a map homotopic through
injections to the identity map of Y, then C( Y, X) is an ZT-space. In particular,

C(i?" x Y, X)
is an 5-space for n ^ 1 and any Y.

Remarks 6-2. Much more is true. Think of Rn as the interior of/™. Then a point of
#nj is an embedding of the disjoint union ofj copies of Rn in Rn and so determines an
embedding of the disjoint union ofj copies of Rn x Y in Rn x Y. By composition with/*,
these embeddings yield a well-defined continuous map

dnj:VnJxC(Rnx Y,Xy-+C(Rnx Y,X).
In view of the evident associativity law satisfied by the maps ft, a trivial calculation
shows that the 0ni together specify an action (inthesenseof (13), 1-2 and 1-3) of the little
cubes operad <Sn on C(Rnx Y,X). Moreover, the equivalence g:CnX->C(Rn,X) of
Proposition 2-9 is a map of ^-spaces. The second author conjectured and J. Caruso
[unpublished] recently proved that C(Rn x Y, X) is weakly equivalent as a "^-space to
Q.nC(Y, SnX) when X is connected.

Given a separated coefficient system <6', we proceed to use ft to add up the James
maps of Definition 5-2. The data W, d, eq, and i in the following definition will be
supplied, naturally in #, by Lemma 8-1. However, we want the extra generality so as
to be able to exploit the particular James-Hopf maps discussed in the previous section.
The role of the homotopy d will shortly become apparent.

Definition 6-3. Assume given a contractible space W with contracting homotopy
d: 0 ~ 1, where 0 is the constant map at a basepoint 0 e W, and assume given injective
maps

eQ: 8&q-> W for 1 < q s£ r and i: U W-> W.
5=1

For a II -space X, define kr: CX -+CIW, V 2)gX)by commutativity of the diagram
\ g=i /

CX *~ (CX)' — — n C(@g,DgX)
1

( r \ C(i,\) , r r \ f r I r \

W, V DgX\ Cl U W, V DqX) — n CIW, V DgX)
9=1 / \9=1 9=1 / 9=1 \ 9=1 /

That is, in the context of Definition 6-1, kr is the sum of the composites
C(eq,i)jq:CX-+clw, </Dqx).

\ 9=1 /
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Continue to write kr for its restriction to any Fa CX <=• CX, and note that k^ can be
defined similarly for all r' < r.

The following analogue of Proposition 3-5 is the heart of our work. Let

n:X-+C(W,X)

be determined as in Notations 2-3 from the basepoint Oe W = ^(W).

PROPOSITION 6-4. Consider the following diagram, where r > 1.

Fr_xCX • m- FrCX • - • DrX

gr

( r-1 \ C(l,0 / r \ C(l,ff)
W, V DgX) » - CIW, VD9X — C(W,DrX)

3=1 / \ 3=1 /

The left square commutes and there exists a map gr homotopic to v which makes the right
square commute. In particular,

k1 = g1~ 7J:F1CX = i>1X

Proof. Since jr(x) = * for xe Fr_1 CX, the commutativity of the left square is imme-
diate from the definitions. The composite C( 1, n) o kr is induced by j r and, specifically,
by]„: ^r x Xr->% x DrX. By Definitions 4-2 and 5-2,

jrric,x) = (n(c), [c,x]) for CB% and *eX r .

Let grr = Grl, where G>: i>rX x I-+C(W, Dr, X) is the homotopy of?/ specified by

Gr([c,x],t) = [d(en(c),t),x].

Clearly gr makes the right square commute, as required.
The left squares allow the following definition.

Definition 6*5. Suppose given injective maps eq: 0§q-> JTforall<7 ^ 1 andi: ]J W-*- W.
Define kr for all r > 1 by the use of restrictions if i and define 8 > 1

kx:CX^C(W, VD.X)

by passage to limits over r from the maps kr.

1. The unstable splitting theorem. Before turning to the stable splitting of CX, we
illustrate the idea with a splitting of 'ZtFr CX for suitable finite r and t. This is of
independent interest since the inclusion FrCX^>CX is a homology isomorphism in
degrees less than q(r +1) — 1 if X is (q — 1 )-connected.

For each t ^ 1, embed the disjoint union of countably many copies of B* in R* by
mapping the qth copy homeomorphically to (q— 1, q) x R*-1. This gives i: U -B*->R*.

For our unstable theorem, we fix r ^ 1 and assume given an injection eQ: SB^R* for
1 ^ q ^ r. Clearly Definition 6-3 then applies with W = RK
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Choose filtration preserving homotopy inverses g~1 to the equivalences g of Propo-

sition 2-9. There result composite maps

Qij?t y\ g -, Q v" °",, QtVtY'

and these are clearly natural up to homotopy as X varies. Since g and at are .ff-maps,
so is cctg~1. By Examples 2-4(iii), a.tg-'L7] ~ w:X-+Q.t'Z,tX.

For a given map/: .X'-^- C(i?*, X), we agree to write / : ifX' ->S*Z for the adjoint of
the composite <xtq-xf\ in particular, fj ~ 1. With these assumptions and notations, our
unstable splitting theorem reads as follows.

THEOREM 7-1. For all U-spaces X,

FrCX-> V

is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, kr is the sum over q of restrictions of James—Hopf
maps

Proof. The diagram of Proposition 6-4 gives rise to a homotopy commutative dia-
gram

"

V 2fDaX • - V 2'ZLX — S'Z)rX
0=1 8=1

and similarly with r replaced by r' for r' < r. That fcr is an equivalence follows by
precisely the same inductive argument as was used to prove Theorem 3-8. The maps
hq are specified in Definition 5-5. Since at g'1 is an il-map and kr is specified as a sum in
Definition 6-3, the last statement is clear.

Examples 7-2. The theorem applies to # = <&( Y) for any space Y such that 3S{ Y, r)
maps injectively to R1. In particular, it applies to any w-manifold Y with t < 2rn taken
as the embedding dimension of B( Y, r).

Remarks 7-3. Fr C{Rn, X) is equivalent to FTCnX. Here Snaith (22) obtained an
analogous splitting of l,tFrCnX, but with somewhat different methods and a wholly
different estimate on t. Indeed, our reading of his work gives the value

t = (2 + i(i + e-l))n + i + l if r = 2i + e with e = 0orl .

When r ^ 9, this value of t is greater than 2rn. With a few exceptions when n = 2, this
t is less than 2rn when r ^ 8 and n > 2. However, the main point of comparison is that
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his splitting is not given by James-Hopf maps. That is, there is no obvious way (even
after any further finite number of suspensions) to extend his splitting maps

over all of 2*0,, X.
One approach to stabilization would be to exploit the following observations.

Remarks 7-4. Continue to write eg for its composite with the standard inclusion
j:Rt-+Rvforv ^ t. Suppose that r < s and there are injections eq:3$q->Rv forr < q < s.
There results a commutative diagram

FrCX V Dqx)
9 = 1 /

cu.o

2°, V Dq
9=1

For any space X, (13), 4-8 and 5-2, imply that the following diagram commutes, where
the maps cr are the natural suspension inclusions.

ctx

COM)

c,,x
Upon choosing homotopy inverses g~x, we deduce that the following stability diagram
is homotopy commutative.

JPF.CX
9 = 1

9 = 1
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It follows easily that if &8q injects to R*i for q > 1 and an increasing sequence {tQ},
then the resulting maps

5=1

induce a weak equivalence from the suspension spectrum of CX. to the suspension
spectrum of V DqX. However, this stable equivalence, like those of Snaith(22), would

only be well-defined and natural modulo lim1 terms, the ambiguity arising from first
passing from the kr to the k"r and then to spectra rather than first passing from the kr to
km and then to a spectrum level km. Moreover, there are interesting examples, such as
<ia(B'a) and #„, for which the requisite injections fail to exist.

8. The stable splitting theorem. Before stating our stable theorem, we must fix
conventions on spectra. As usual when dealing with iterated loop spaces, spectra are
best defined as sequences of spaces Et with Ei homeomorphic to Q.Ei+1. Maps are
sequences Et -> E\ compatible with the given homeomorphisms. This gives a category
of spectra SP which admits a homotopy category hSP. The stable category HSP is
obtained from hSP by formally inverting its weak equivalences. Similarly, H&~ is
obtained from the homotopy category hST by inverting its weak equivalences. Because
a functor on 3~ or SP which inverts weak equivalences is necessarily homotopy-pre-
serving, HST and HSP can equally well be constructed by formally inverting the weak
equivalences of 3~ and SP, without mention of homotopy categories.

For X E J , let QXX = {QZiX}^SP. Then Q^ gives functors F^-SP, hS'-^hSP, and
H3~-+HSP, the last being the appropriate stabilization functor from spaces to the
stable category. On all three levels, Qx is the free functor adjoint to the zeroth space
functor. Via loops on evaluation maps, we have a natural map of spectra E,:QmE0^- Eo.
For a ma,j) f:X->E0 of spaces, / = E,oQc0f:Qa>X-+E is the unique map of spectra
such that /„ ov =f.I(E = Q^X' and/factors through the inclusion QtY?X'-+QX',
say via,ft:X->Q.tTl

tX' with adjoint ft:IfX->I?X', then / = Cl'Qnff In particular,
rj: Qx X -»• Qn X is the identity map.

(See (14), II and (15), for details on the material above; the reader who prefers to
translate to the equivalent stable categories of Boardman or Adams should have no
trouble doing so.)

Our general construction of stable James-Hopf maps depends on the following
result, which will be proved in the next section.

LEMMA 8-1. There is a functor W from coefficient systems to based spaces {with basepoint
0) together with the following data.

(i) A natural contracting homotopy d: 0 ~ 1 on W.
(ii) A natural injection eq:88q = ^g/Sg-> WS for each q ^ 1.
(iii) A natural injection i: JJ W£-> W&.

(iv) A natural injection i: _R°°-> W& compatible with the maps i. Moreover, F{RCO, r)
and F(W<£,r) are contractible spaces for all r, and C{i, 1): C(R!C

> X)->C{Wg, X) is a
weak equivalence for all U-spaces X and an H-map when X comes from a space X.
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Here the last clause will be immediate from Lemma 2-7 (i) and Definition 6-1. By
Proposition 2-9 we have the following natural maps in H^, where C(i, l),gr, and ax

are all 27-maps.
C(W,X) C ( ' ' i r> C(R«>, X)-C- CxX-^> QX.

For a given map / : X' -* C( W8, X) in HT, we agree to write /: Qx X'-+QmX for the
map in HSP induced by freeness from the composite of/and the displayed map

C(WV,X)-+QX.

By Examples 2-4 (iii) and the discussion above, for T/:X-*C( WS, X), tj = 1 in
Now let ^ be any 2-free coefficient system. Following Remarks 5-4, let

so that C is a separated coefficient system and the projection nx: (7X->-CX is a weak
equivalence for all n-spaces X. By abuse of notation, let kr denote the following com-
posite in H?7~,

5 = 1 \ «=1

where Dq X = Dq(^, X) and the middle map kr is obtained by application of Definitions
6-3 and 6-5 to "̂  and Wtf. The adjoint construction above then gives

y DqX).
=1 /

With these notations, our stable splitting theorem reads as follows.

THEOREM 8-2. For all T,-free coefficient systems ^ , II-spaces X, and r > 1 {including
= ao),

3 = 1

is an isomorphism in the stable category. Moreover, lcr is the sum over q of restrictions of
stable James-Hopf maps

The hq, and thus also kr, are natural with respect to maps of coefficient systems and maps of
Tl-spaces.

Proof. For r finite, the diagram of Proposition 6-4 (applied to '&) and a trivial dia-
gram chase give the following commutative diagram in

fcr-,

8 = 1 9 = 1
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Here we have used that Qx commutes with wedges. Since Q^ also preserves cofiberings,
kr is an isomorphism by induction and the five lemma. Since Qx commutes with
colimits of sequences of cofibrations and since kx for <& is the colimit of the kr, the con-
clusion for r = oo follows easily from the conclusion for r < oo. The maps hq are obtained
by application of the adjoint (tilde) construction above to the composites

"1? 0(W, V Dax),
\ 9=1 /

and the fact that kr is the sum of the A| is immediate from Definition 6-3. Naturality
with respect to maps of Il-spaces and injections of S-free coefficient systems is evident.
The full naturality in & is not at all obvious and will be proved in the next section.

Remarks 8-3 (i) For separated coefficient systems <€ the h\ can be defined without
use of <€, and for particular coefficient systems like <£"( Y) for a manifold Y we have
described other James maps CX^-QDq X in H3~. All such maps factor as composites

OX -U C(B», Dq X) - C Cx Dq X - ^ > QDq X

for suitable maps / in H^~. We shall prove in the next section that, for a given <€, all
maps / that arise from any variant of our basic constructions are actually equal in
B.3~. Note too that, since Dq(t?, X) is a functor of ̂ , ax gr1 is certainly natural and thus
the naturality statement left unproved in the theorem reduces to consideration of the
naturality of/.

(ii) When/ in (i) factors through (?(.#*, Z)gX), the middle diagram of Remarks 7-4
and our discussion of the relationship between maps of spaces and maps of spectra
shows that hq is determined by its zeroth map and that the latter is determined by the
unstable James-Hopf map hq adjoint to

CX -U C(R*, Dq X) - £ • Ct Dq X ̂ U Q«s*DB X
via

(AJ)0 = Q ' ^ r Q C X ~ Q*GS*CX-».Q*gS*J!)aX ~ QDqX.

In particular, (hs
q)oy: CX-+ QDqX factors through Q'S'Z^X.

While the theorem depends on formal properties of ax, it does not depend on the
approximation theorem. However, we may specialize to <Sn or ^{R11) and quote that
result to obtain the following sharpening of Snaith's stable decompositions (22) to
parametrized splittings which are well-defined and natural in the stable category. As
in the introduction, let DnqX = Dq{^n>X).

COROLLARY 8-4. For all based spaces P and connected based spaces X and all n ^ 1
(inclvding n = oo, when Q^SMT is to be interpreted as QX), the following natural maps
are isomorphisms in the stable category.

^ ADn>aX).
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For m < n, the following compatibility diagram commutes.

Qa{PACmX) ^P ADmiqX)

\

Qx(PACnX)
Q>\

Moreover, these assertions remain true with GnX, DnqX, and an replaced by

C(Bn,X), Dq(B»,X), and ocng~K

Here the diagram follows from naturality and the diagrams of Remarks 7-4. By the
claims of Remarks 8-3 and by Lemma 5-7, the splittings oiCnX and C(Rn,X) agree
under g and the latter splitting is determined by James-Hopf maps

hg: , X)

with t < (2q — l)n, a better estimate on t being given by Proposition 5-8 when q = 2.
We reiterate that earlier methods failed to give any such destabilized splitting maps.
The results of Kirley(ii) quoted in Remarks 5-10 show that, for n ^ 2, the entire
splitting of QK Q.n"LnX cannot be improved to a splitting of 2'QnI>X for any finite t.

Finally, we point out that, by Remarks 6-2, specialization to ̂ (R71 x Y) for arbitrary
spaces Y gives splittings of other interesting n-iold loop spaces.

9. The existence and uniqueness of stable James-Hopf maps. We must prove Lemma
8-1 and the claims in Remarks 8-3 (i). We begin with a general result about the homo-
topy types of configuration spaces.

LEMMA 9-1. Let W be a space which admits an injection j : W x /-> W and a homotopy
h:j0 ~ 1 through injections. Then the inclusion i: F( W, r) -> W is a homotopy equivalence
for all r. In particular, F(W, r) is contractible if W is contractible.

Proof. Define /: W -> F( W, r) by

f(wlt...,wr) =

and define K: Wr x [ -1 ,1 ] -^ Wr by letting
K{wv ...,wr)t) = (K1(w1,t),K2(w2,t),...,Kr(wr,t)),

where f j[w, t/q) if 0 ^ t ^ 1,
9 [h(w, -t) if - 1 <<< 0.

Then K^ is the identity map and Kx = iof. Moreover, K(z, t)elmi if relmi, hence
K restricts to a homotopy 1 ~foionF( W,r).
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Examples 9-2. The hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied by the following spaces W.
(i) W = F°°, where F is a non-zero real topological vector space; the requisite maps

j and h are specified by

j((vi,i;2, ...,vk,...),t) = {tv,vx,v2,...,vk,...) (0 + veV),
and

h((vvv2,...,vk,...),t) = (tvvt

(ii) JF = IF' x T, where W satisfies the hypothesis and Y is arbitrary.
Now the following simple construction proves Lemma 8-1.

Construction 9-3. Let Ztf be the wedge of the unreduced cones on the spaces 3Sq, with
cone points 0 as common basepoint. Let W£ = i?00 x Z/% with basepoint (0, 0). Multi-
plication of points of i?°° and of each cone coordinate by t at time t gives d: 0 ~ 1. Let

eq: W& embed 3Sq as the product of {0} and the base of the gth cone. Let

embed as
and let

i: II determine via i(r,z) = (i(r),z).

We turn to the naturality and uniqueness assertions of the previous section (and
warn the reader that the preprint version gave stronger statements than are actually
correct). As explained in Remarks 8-3 (i), we need only study the uniqueness and
naturality of the relevant maps (7X-»- C(RX>, D9X). We shall do this by exploiting the
following special property of

LEMMA 9-4. Let ^ = ^(i?00) x ^(R0). Then the projections n1 and n2 from CX to
, X) are homotopic for all A-spaces X.

Proof. Consider the following diagram of coefficient systems.

Here ix and i2 are the linear isometries R^-t-R00 specified on the standard basis

{ej\j> 1} by c^Cy. j . and e^e2j,

px and p2 are defined to be <^(i1)on1 and ^(^2)0^2, and q is induced by the linear
isometry i?00 © R^-^R^ specified by ej--*e2y_i and e -̂>e23- on the bases for the two
copies of iJ00. Since the space of linear isometries R00-*- i?00 is contractible (14), I. 1.3,
there is a path of isometries from the identity map of i?00 to iv Therefore TTX ~ px

through maps of coefficient systems. Similarly n2 tz p2- Further, p1~ q through maps
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of coefficient systems since the linear maps if30 © i?00 -> R° specified by e] -> e2i_x and
e"j -> te2i (0 < t < 1), induce maps At: #-> ^(iS00) of coefficient systems with Ao = px and
^i = ?• Similarly, ̂ J2 ~ q. For each fixed A-spaceX, the functor tf-^CX. from coefficient
systems to spaces is easily seen to be continuous, and it follows that

nx ~ px ~ q ~p2 ~ n2: CX.->C(IPO,X.).

PROPOSITION 9-5. Let <SX and c&2 be 2,-free coefficient systems and letfr. c&-*(<oi be maps
of coefficient systems. Let % = <&i-x ^"(JS00). For any A-space X, the following diagram
commutes in

CX

In particular, fx is homotopic tof2 if^ =

Proof. The projections n1: Ct X -> Cx X are weak equivalences by Lemma 2-7 (i). Since
fi = TT{/, where / = (/i,/2): ^-^-^i x ̂  we may assume without loss of generality that
<% = "g'j x ^2 and / j = ?ri. Observe that the following diagram of coefficient systems
commutes, where n and n' are obtained by transposing the middle two coordinates
and then projecting on the first two or last two coordinates.

Similarly with ^ replaced by #2 in the bottom row. Abbreviate 3)='€xx
e&2 and

x <£(RCO). By the diagram above, the following is a commutative diagram

CX cx

* C(R°°,X)
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By the lemma, ^ ~ 7T2:CX->C(i?00, X). The result follows, since the symmetric
diagram shows that the maps 7727rf17r<:CX-^C(^00, X) in HJ7~ are both equal to
77^ TT'TT-1.

This result combines with the following observation to yield a uniqueness assertion
for James maps CX-* C(RCO, -D9X). Note first that the composite of a James system
#'-*•'£" with maps # - > # and '£"->#' of coefficient systems yields a James system

are James systems, then

is a James system and the following diagram is commutative for any H-space X.

LEMMA 9-6. If {£&}'• # - > # ! and {££,.}: <

CX

C2DaX

The previous results focus attention on the passage from CX to C(RCO, X) via the
projections of ^ = ft x ^(B00). We show next that this is the only way to get from CX
to C(R*>, X) by use of maps induced from maps of S-free coefficient systems. To see
this, consider the collection of diagrams of S-free coefficient systems of the form

ft
2k-2' 1), (*)

where # is fixed, the ^ are variable, and the ei are weak equivalences (in the sense that
each %ir-+%-iir is a ve&k. equivalence). For any A-space X, there results a diagram

CX- • C2X«-. . . -*C2 k_2X ,X) (**)

in which the et are weak equivalences by Lemma 2-7 (i). Thus (**) may be viewed as a
map CX->C(KX>, X) in R3~. We have the following uniqueness assertion.

PROPOSITION 9-7. There is one and only one map CX->C(Ra>, X) in HP of the form
(**), namely

CX «-2_ C X - ^ > C(R°>, X).

Proof. We require homotopy pullbacks. Given a diagram
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of Z-free coefficient systems with e a weak equivalence, we construct a homotopy
commutative diagram of coefficient systems

& • * - V,

with 0> S-free and e' a weak equivalence by setting

&r = {(Ci,ya,c,)\yt(0) = /(<a) and y2(l) = e(c3)} cr ^ r x %

and letting e'r and fT be the evident projections. By the functoriality of homotopy
pullbacks (on the space level), 3P inherits a structure of contravariant functor on A
from the *^. By induction on k, it follows from the diagram

/•'

h

tha t (**) will equal ^77^! x in H&~ provided that this is so when k = 1. Thus assume
given a diagram of 2-free coefficient systems

with e a weak equivalence and consider the following diagram, where & is the homo-
topy pullback of 11^ and e.

The maps nlt n^, e, and e' are all weak equivalences. In
f-n'x = n2 e': PX -> 0(0™, X)
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by the last statement of Proposition 9-5. A chase of the diagram gives

hence the conclusion.
In particular, the maps C(i, 1 )-1: C( WS, X) -> C{Rtx>, X) used in the previous section

are equal to n2 77f
x in HST. The naturality in %> of the maps h\ of Theorem 8-2 now follows

from Lemma 9-6, Proposition 9-5, and an easy diagram chase, and similarly for the
uniqueness assertions of Remarks 8-3 (i).

Remarks 9-8. Our entire sequence of results beginning with Lemma 9-4 applies
equally well upon restriction to finite filtrations. Indeed, all maps in sight are filtration-
preserving except the James maps themselves, and jQ takes J^CX to F(r_qq)C'Dg'X.

While the full strength of our results requires use of R00, we do have the following
unstable analogue of Proposition 9-5.

PROPOSITION 9-9. Letf-L:(€-^(^{RS) and/2:#-+etf(Rt) be maps of coefficient systems.
Then the following diagram is homotopy commutative, where iY and i2 are induced by the
inclusions of Rs and R* in i?8"** as the first s and last t coordinates.

C(R°,X)

C(-Rs+t,X)

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 9-5, we may assume that

<€ = %(R<>) x <<?(&) a n d ft = nt.

Let q: ft-+<tf(R3+t) be induced by the identity map of R3+t. As in the proof of Lemma

~q ~
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